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Abstract
We investigate whether the Wigner semi-circle and Marcenko-Pastur distributions,
often used for deep neural network theoretical analysis, match empirically observed
spectral densities. We find that even allowing for outliers, the observed spectral
shapes strongly deviate from such theoretical predictions. This raises major ques-
tions about the usefulness of these models in deep learning. We further show that
theoretical results, such as the layered nature of critical points, are strongly depen-
dent on the use of the exact form of these limiting spectral densities. We consider
two new classes of matrix ensembles; random Wigner/Wishart ensemble products
and percolated Wigner/Wishart ensembles, both of which better match observed
spectra. They also give large discrete spectral peaks at the origin, providing a
theoretical explanation for the observation that various optima can be connected by
one dimensional of low loss values. We further show that, in the case of a random
matrix product, the weight of the discrete spectral component at 0 depends on the
ratio of the dimensions of the weight matrices.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have managed to achieve state of the art performance for tasks in computer
vision, natural language processing, speech recognition, reinforcement learning and drug discovery
[37, 34]. However given the extremely high dimensional and non convex loss surfaces of neural net-
works, it is still not understood why gradient based methods [9], with different random initializations
and hyper-parameters do not seem to get stuck in poor quality local minima or saddle points? Some
researchers have considered making several strong simplifying assumptions, such as independence of
the neural network inputs and weights [14, 15, 45]. under these assumptions, critical points (where
the gradient is zero) of the loss, are described by certain classes of well studied stochastic matrices,
such as the Gaussian Orthogonal or Wishart Ensembles [11]. The spectra of these matrices, in the
limit of infinite dimension, are known and this subject of enquiry is known as random matrix theory.
Hence under the guise of these assumptions, we can make quantitative predictions about the nature of
the critical points and the general geometry of the loss landscape, as described by the Hessian of the
loss, which we introduce formally in section 2.
Choromanska et al. [14] show for i.i.d Gaussian inputs and network path independence, that a multi-
layer neural networks loss is equivalent to that of a spin-glass model. Its Hessian spectrum is thus
given by the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble [2], a random matrix where each element is sampled
independently from a Gaussian with common variance. Local minima are thus located within a
narrow band, lower bounded by the global minimum. the practical implication is that for a sufficient
number of hidden layers (more than 2) all local minima are close in loss to the global. Pennington and
Bahri [45] use the Gauss Newton decomposition of a squared loss Hessian, assuming independence
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and normality of both the data and weights, along with free addition of the resulting Wigner/Wishart
ensembles, they derive a functional form for the critical index (fraction of the eigenvalues are negative)
as a function of the loss. They show that below a certain critical energy threshold all critical points
are minima. In Ba et al. [3] they assume Gaussian inputs, i.i.d Gaussian weights and a linear teacher
model and use random matrix theory to derive the generalisation properties of two layer neural
networks, such as the population risk2 of the regularised least squares problem and to derive the
double descent phenomenon. Increasing the network size initially leads to over-fitting, but beyond a
critical point, further increasing the network size decreases the test error and to a lower level than the
optimal small network.
This paper extensively empirically evaluates whether the random matrix ensembles employed in
theory match with real neural network spectra at the end of training. We show major discrepancies
between what is predicted/assumed theoretically and what is observed in practice. This raises serious
questions about the validity and usefulness of these models for explaining observed neural network
phenomena. We expressly show that if the assumption of identical distribution of weights or data is
dropped, or the spectrum is allowed to have certain large correlations due to outliers,that the claims of
layered loss structure in Choromanska et al. [14] no longer hold. Outliers are extensively empirically
observed [41, 42, 20, 48, 49]. We investigate promising alternatives in the random matrix theory
literature, in particular percolated and product of matrix spectra, which well match observed neural
network spectra.
1.1 Motivation
The ability to ablate the unrealistic assumptions of both weight and input independence is considered
a major open research problem [15] for theoretical deep learning, with some success in the deep
linear case [30], although this model is still argued to be unrealistic [40]. Given that there exists
no general theory of dependent matrix ensembles, achieving the same theoretical results under a
less restrictive framework, is potentially intractable. Instead in this paper, we empirically evaluate
concrete theoretical predictions, specifically whether the neural network Hessian spectrum is similar
to proposed ensembles such as the GOE or Wishart. If these spectra are well matched, intuitively
the dependence structure does not invalidate the final result. This idea, that we can experimentally
validate a theory even with what we consider to be unrealistic assumptions, was central to the
foundation of random matrix theory, developed by Wigner [54] in the context of nuclear scattering.
This line of thinking was drawn from statistical mechanics [33], where sharp quantitative predictions
were made by focusing on a statistical description of the problem, enforcing conservation laws as
constraints. Wigner hence replaced the Hamiltonian with a random matrix, which respected Hermicity
and time-reversal invariance.3 The simplest matrix satisfying such conditions is one with elements
drawn independently from the Gaussian distribution known as the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble
(GOE). He was able to relate the energy level spacing in the nuclei to the spacings between the GOE
eigenvalues, achieving excellent experimental agreement [39]. The key insight was that particle
interactions, although prevalent and strong, are not relevant for the overall system description. This
idea allowed statistical mechanics to avoid solving multiple body Newtons equations and in nuclear
scattering, the many body Schrödinger equation, both of which are intractable.
Applying the same logic to neural networks, we would similarly expect the Hessian spectrum, if the
spin glass model from Choromanska et al. [14], Auffinger et al. [2] is relevant, to resemble that of the
GOE, which is given by semi-circle law, shown in Figure 1b. However for real world neural networks
on a typical dataset, such as the VGG-16 with batch-normalisation [52, 28] and the PreResNet-110
[26] at the end of training on the CIFAR-100 dataset, we see from Figure 1 significant deviations
between the semi-circle law as predicted by [14], notably the seeming rank degeneracy at the origin,
the asymmetry of the bulk and the outliers. Given the aberration between theoretical predictions and
empirical observations, this raises major questions about the usefulness or the empirical validity of
using these models in the context of deep learning. Further investigation of the deviation from and the
importance of convergence to the assumed limiting spectral distribution in previous theoretical work,
is required. As we go on to show in this paper, even several subtle changes, for which we would still
expect the Hessian to converge to the Wigner semi-circle density, would change the strength of the
theoretical results. Adding outliers, through the use a spiked model Benaych-Georges and Nadakuditi
2Loss under the expectation of the data generating distribution.
3Which means the Hamiltonian must be real.
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Figure 1: Neural network Hessian spectra at the end of training for the VGG-16BN and PreResNet-
110 on the CIFAR-100 dataset and an example of the semi-circle law
[7], can be shown to invalidate certain theoretical results. This work challenges the notion that these
theoretical results hold generally, even if the assumptions used are quite strict.
This papers main contributions are
• A specific demonstratation that altering the limiting spectral densities by adding outliers
or changing the nature of the ensemble (such as removing the identical variances of the
Hessian elements) directly invalidates theoretical loss surface claims made in Choromanska
et al. [14]
• An empirical investigation into the similarity between Hessian, Generalised Gauss New-
ton and Residual matrices and their purported random matrix counterparts, the Gaussian
Orthogonal and Wishart ensembles [14, 45, 49, 44]
• An investigation into both the random sparse graph model and random product model
for the Hessian, both of which show a promising similarity to real neural network Hessia.
Furthermore, we show that these models further predict strange properties observed in neural
networks such as the inter-connectivity of low loss areas in the weight-space Garipov et al.
[19], Izmailov et al. [29] and that this depends on the dimensionality of the matrix products.
2 Background Theory
The eigenvalue density of a specific realisation of a random matrix can be characterised by its
empirical spectral distribution, or equivalently its Stieltjes transform
ρPM (x) =
1
P
P∑
i=1
δ(x− νi), SN (z) = 1
N
Tr[(zIN −H)−1] N→∞−−−−→
∫
ρ(u)
z − udu z ∈ C (1)
For large random matrices one expects the empirical spectral density to converge ρPM → ρM as
P → ∞. A crucial feature of random matrix theory is the self-averaging property (known as
ergodicity or concentration property) of the limiting spectral density [11]. As the matrix dimension
P →∞ a single realization spans the whole eigenvalue density function. The Wigner semi-circle
and Marcenko-Pastur are the limiting spectral densities for which a large class of random matrices
converge [55, 51] and hence have a privileged role in RMT related analysis.
The Wigner Semi-Circle Law arises from matrices, for which the elements are drawn indepen-
dently from zero mean unit variance distributions. In the special case of the normal distribution
Hi,j = N (0, σ2), this is known as the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble which gives the limiting
spectral density
p(λ) =
1
2pi
√
4σ2 − λ21|λ|≤2σ (2)
The Wigner matrix, has been used to analyse the residual componentR (which we define in the next
section) [45] and Choromanska et al. [14] use the GOE as a model of the Hessian.
the Marcenko-Pastur law arises from the product of random matrices H = 1NXX
T , where
X ∈ RP×N and Xi,j are zero mean with variance σ2, defining q = P/N , the limiting spectral
3
density is given as{
(1− 1q )10∈A + ν1/q(A), if q > 1
νq(A), if 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 , dνq =
√
(λ− λ+)(λ− λ−)
2piλqσ2
, λ± = σ2(1±√q)2 (3)
The Marcenko-Pastur, due to its low rank positive definite nature, has been widely adopted to analyse
the generalised Gauss-Newton [48, 49, 45, 44].
2.1 Neural network Hessians
For an input/target pair [x ∈ Rdx ,y ∈ Rdy ] and a given model output h(·; ·) : Rdx × RP → Rdy ,
parameterised by the weight vector w, i.e., H := {h(·;w) : w ∈ RP }, with a given loss function
`(h(x;w),y) : Rdy × Rdy → R. The empirical risk, denoted the loss in deep learning, is given
by Remp(w) = 1N
∑N
i=1 `(h(xi;w),yi) For a dataset of size N , with gradients gemp(w) and
Hessians Hemp(w) thereof. The Hessian describes the curvature at that point in weight space
w and hence the risk surface can be studied through the Hessian. For a quadratic loss function
1
N
∑N
i `(h(xi;w),yi) =
1
2N
∑N
i ||h(xi;w)−yi||2 = 12N
∑N
i r
2
i , the elements of the Hessian are
given by
Hj,k =
1
N
N∑
i
(
∂ri
∂wj
∂ri
∂wk
+ ri
∂2ri
∂wj∂wk
)
= Gj,k +Rj,k (4)
Where the first term on the right hand side is known as the Gauss-Newton matrix 4 and we denote
the Residual matrixR. In this case where the model perfectly interpolates the data, the residuals
ri = 0∀i and G = H . As G is the sum of a dyadic product, it is trivially positive semi-definite
and has a rank of at most N . In deep learning classification tasks the loss function `(h(x;w),y) is
the cross entropy loss, which is typically matched with a softmax activation, such that the per class
output can be interpreted as a probability.
1
N
N∑
i
`(h(xi;w),yi) =
1
N
N∑
i
dy∑
c=1
1i,c log h(xi;w)c, &h(xi;w)c =
exp(z(xi;w)c)∑dy
k=1 exp(z(xi;w)k)
(5)
Where dy is the number of classes and 1i,c is the indicator function which takes the value of 1 for the
correct class and 0 for the incorrect class, z(xi;w) is the softmax input. By writing the empirical
risk in terms of the activation σ at the output of the final layer f(x). The Hessian may be expressed
using the chain rule as
H(w)jk =
1
N
N∑
n=1
( dy∑
c=0
dy∑
l=0
∂2σ(f(x))
∂fl(x)∂fc(x)
∂fl(x)
∂xj
∂fc(x)
∂xc
+
dy∑
c=0
∂σ(f(x))
∂xj
∂2fc(x)
∂xj∂xk
)
(6)
The first term on the LHS of equation 6 is known as the generalised Gauss Newton (GGN) matrix
[50, 32, 36] which is often referred to as the Gauss Newton in the deep learning literature. The rank
of a product is the minimum rank of its products so the GGN is upper bounded by the N × dy . The
Residual matrixR, has not been systematically investigated, except in [42], in which it was shown
not to contribute to the outliers.
3 The Problem with Random Matrix Theory and DNN Hessian Spectrums
This section investigates the validity of several random matrix theoretic assumptions employed in
theoretical Deep Learning. Specifically, section 3.1 investigates the effects of small perturbations
to the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble, such as adding outliers to the spectrum, or using the more
general Wigner ensemble. Section 3.2 investigates whether the generalised Gauss-Newton spectrum
resembles the Marcenko-Pastur and whether the Residual matrix spectrum. resembles the Wigner
semi-circle matrices as assumed in Pennington and Bahri [45].
4the Gauss Newton method proceeds by approximating H with G
4
3.1 The Magic of the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble
As discussed in Section 2, the GOE is a very specific subset of Wigner matrices. Its spherical
symmetry of the matrix allowing for elementary proofs of otherwise complicated results [10, 11].
Although we do not investigate the claim in depth here, we note that spherical symmetry is relied
upon in Ba et al. [3]. Let us consider the following claims made in Choromanska et al. [14] and the
evolving mathematics under perturbations to the GOE.
• CLAIM 1 Above a certain loss threshold any critical point is a high-index saddle point w.o.p5
• CLAIM 2 The loss surface possesses a layered structure w.o.p
Claim 1, relies on Theorem 2.14 [2], which requires the large deviation principle for the GOE [1].
Specifically, for some C > 0
P
[
λk ≥ −
√
2 + 
]
≤ e−CP 2 (7)
Where in this formulation, the variance is given by 1/2P and hence the support of the semi-circle is
[−√2,√2]. The relevant proof in [1] rests heavily on the rotational invariance of the i.i.d Gaussian
entries assumption to achieve the exponential concentration in equation 7. For general Wigner
matrices, not restricted to the i.i.d Gaussian case, which would result from having non Gaussian
distributed data or weights, or a mix of independent Gaussians of different variances, the convergence
is known to be O(N−1/4) [4] and hence the term with overwhelming probability no longer holds.
In this case we would still expect the LSD to converge to the semi circle law. Now let us ignore
Figure 1 and suppose for ease of exposition that the bulk was in agreement with the semi-circle law,
with the exception of a few outliers. How is the concentration in equation 7 explicitly altered by this
perturbation? The largest k eigenvalues for small k is given by the outliers, which for the perturbed
Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble, is proportional to the number of parameters P [24, 7] as opposed to
the bulk which is proportional to
√
P . We derive this result in full in Appendix D.
λ′1 =
{
λ1 +
√
P
2N
σ
λ1
, if λ1 >
√
2√
2, otherwise
}
, λ′P =
{
λP +
√
P
2N
σ
λP
, if λP < −
√
2
−√2σ, otherwise
}
. (8)
and hence the edge of the spectrum grows with P , so the large deviation principle cannot be used
to bound the spectrum with high probability, this time not just weakening claim 1, but invalidating
it entirely. Claim 2, which states that for large networks, critical values above the global minimum
follow a banded structure where between L0, L1 there are only local minima and then between L1, L2
there are only local minima and critical points of order 1, etc relies on Theorems 2.15, which further
necessitates theorems 2.5 and 2.1 from [2]. Specifically Theorem 2.5 relies on the k + 1’th smallest
eigenvalue satisfying the good rate function of the GOE [1]. We can repeat the proceeding arguments
for the k-largest eigenvalues being outliers, but for negative outliers as per equation 8. Note from 1,
that in real world neural networks, we observe negative eigenvalues seperated from spectral bulk,
hence their theoretical inclusion is necessitated. The explicit dependence of these theorems on the
GOE and specifically the extremal eigenvalues of the GOE, is given in the following theorems
Theorem 1. (Theorem 2.1 in Auffinger et al. [2])The following identity holds for all N, p ≥ 2, k ∈
{0, ..., N − 1}, and for all Borel sets B ∈ R
E[CrtN,k(B)] = 2
2
p
(p− 1)N/2ENGOE
[
e−N
p−2
2 (λ
N
k )
2
1
{
λNk ∈
√
p
2(p− 1)B
}]
(9)
and for theorem 2.5
lim
N→∞
logE[CrtN,k(u)]
N
=
1
2
log(p− 1) + lim
N→∞
1
N
logENGOE [e−N(p−2)λ
2
k/2p1λk≤t] (10)
where λk is the k’th smallest eigenvalues of H and CrtN,k denotes the number of critical points of
order k when the matrix of size N .
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Figure 2: The Generalised Gauss Newton and Residual Matrix at various Epochs of Training for the
VGG-16 on CIFAR-100 and a sample Marcenko-Pastur density
3.2 Generalised Gauss Newton and Residual matrices
We compare the Generalised Gauss Newton matrix of a VGG-16 network on the CIFAR-100 dataset
to the Marcenko-Pastur density, which has been the subject of many comparisons [45, 44, 49, 48]
and the Residual matrix, assumed to be similar to the Wigner ensemble in Pennington and Bahri [45]
in Figure 2.
Where is the spectral gap? As can be seen from equation 3, for Marcenko-Pastur LSD when q > 1
there is a discrete spectral component at 0 of weight 1− 1/q. There is a spectral gap of σ2(1−√q)2
between the origin and the support of the bulk which is given by σ2(1 ± √q)2. The mean of the
bulk is given by σ2, with an example shown in in Figure 2c. However for the end of training for
neural networks, as can be seen in Figure 2d, not only is there no spectral gap, but the vast majority
of the remaining spectral mass seems to be clustered around the origin with a rapid decay. This is
in stark contrast to equation 3, where in the case of degeneracy we expect a clear spectral gap and
the maximal spectral density of the bulk to be at σ2, as shown in Figure 2c. The parameter σ > 0
sets the scaling of the problem, how large the spectral gap is and how large we expect the bulk to
extend to. σ → 0 would solve the problem of the spectral gap, however it would predict a completely
degenerate mass at the origin.
The Residual Matrix: One typical misconception in the literature is that when the optimizer
reaches zero training error, the Hessian becomes the generalized Gauss Newton matrix. We showcase
this explicitly in Appendix C. As can be seen in Figures 2, the residual similarly deviates from the
proposed semi-circle density [45], by displaying a sharp peak near the origin and then a sharply
decaying spectral density. Constraisting with results from Papyan [41], we find the spectrum contains
outliers, although they are not of the same scale as the GGN. In constrast, the Wigner semi-circle,
shown in Figure 2b, as predicted from equation 2 has in the log scale a reasonably uniform spectral
density and a sharp cut-off.
Finite sample convergence is not the problem For neural networks with parameter size O(107),
we would not expect significant deviation without fundamentally different underlying structure.
Bai et al. [5] prove the same O(P−1/4) convergence for the Marcenko-Pastur distribution, except
for the special case of when q − 1 <  in which case O(P−5/48). Given that in deep learning
P >> N thusq  1, the same argument applies. Pennington and Bahri [45] assume that the LSD of
the residual is the Wigner semi-circle and that of the GGN is the Marcenko-Pastur and use the one to
one correspondence between the LSD and Stiltjes transforms to derive the index of critical points at a
given loss values. Given that we observe significant spectral deviations in the bulk, for such large
matrices, it is unlikely that the conclusions reached by employing these Stiltjes transforms is valid in
the setting of neural networks.
4 Beyond elementary random matrix theory
As shown in Section 3, many of the claims in Choromanska et al. [14] are not robust to the addition of
observed outliers, or substituting the GOE for a more general distribution. We further show in Figure
1 the spectra of deep neural networks deviates significantly from the Wigner semi-circle law. Other
assumptions, such as the residual resembling the Wigner semi-circle and the GGN the Marcenko-
5with overwhelming probability
6
Pasur, also do not hold in real neural networks. These discoveries lead us to a new questions, Do
there exist random matrix ensembles which more accurately resemble neural network spectra?
4.1 Products of Random Matrices
The spectrum of a product of independent random Gaussian matrices X˜ = X1 ×X2...×Xl has
been studied Burda et al. [12] and the spectrum shown to be given by p(λ) = (1/lpi)σ−2|λ|−2+2/l if
|λ| ≤ σ and 0 otherwise, where for simplicity of exposition we have taken the variance of all matrices
to be equal6. We fit this formula to the Residual matrix of the VGG-16 on the CIFAR-100 dataset
in Figure 3b, which we find to be in excellent agreement, we showcase the similarity between the
spectrum of the Residual matrix and product of random Gaussian matrices in Figure 3a. We plot
simulated examples of the corresponding Marcenko-Pastur equivalent X˜X˜T , where we allow the
dimensions of X˜ to vary in Figure 3a. We find that the spectra produced, shown in Figures 3d and
3c are in excellent agreement with the typical spectral shapes observed in the GGN of deep neural
network Hessians (as shown in section 3.2) and with the theoretically predicted spectral density near
the origin, which goes as λ−(1+
1
s ) in the vicinity of λ ≈ 0.
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Figure 3: Spectra of Product Wigner W and Marcenko-Pastur product ensembles, along with their
theoretically predicted densities near the origin. L denotes the number of products. For the Marcenko
Pastur matrices G = 1/TXXT , L = 5 various dimensions of X ∈ RP×T were used
Intra-connected Minima and Matrix dimensions: One interesting observation about deep learn-
ing loss surfaces is that many areas of low loss can be connected with simple curves [19, 17], this
has been used to propose fast geometric ensembling and has been used for justification for averaging
weights during training, giving improved test performance [29] and recently integrated into adaptive
optimisers to achieve state of the art test performance in typical image problems [25]. For such
curves to exist, an appreciable amount of spectral mass at every point in weight space must contain
a large proportion of zero or very near zero eigenvalues. This is appreciably not the case for the
Wigner semi-circle or any free convolution between the wigner semi-circle and the Marcenko-Pastur.
However for both the Wigner product and the Wishart product equivalent, the predicted spectrum
diverges around the origin, giving precisely this effect. Moreover, when the dimensions of the
matrices multiplied vary greatly in size, we actually recover a discrete component at the origin.
This can be seen as the non-holomorphic M-transform MP (z, z˜) solves the L’th order polynomial
equation, where Rl = Nl/NL is the ratio of the dimension of l’th and last matrices X ∈ RNl×Nl+1 ,∏L
i
(
MP (z,zˆ)
Ri
+ 1
)
= |z|
2
σ2 , which can be easily solved for L = 2 and from the definition of the
Green’s function GP (z, zˆ) = (M + 1)/z, using the Stiltjes-Perron identity we derive the spectral
density in the complex space for |z| ≤ σ
ρ(z, zˆ) =
R
piσ2
√
(1−R)2 + 4R|z|2/σ2 + (1−R)δ(z, zˆ) (11)
Although there is no systematic way to solve an L’th order polynomial for L ≥ 2, under the
assumption that Ri  1 we can expand the to second order terms in 1/Ri, further assuming that
〈1/R2〉 = 〈1/R〉2, we arrive at a degeneracy fraction 1 − 〈1/R〉L . Hence for many multiplications
(large L) and a large ratio between the multiplicative matrices, the degeneracy increases.
4.2 Percolated Hessian Spectra
The idea, of randomly removing connections in graphs, is known as percolation in the Physics com-
munity and is used to study impure conductors [18]. We consider the simplest sparsification process,
6This can be generalised to σ = m
√∏
i σi.
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where we set elements a Wigner random matrix model to 0 with probability 1− p, independently
of one another. For the sparsity to have an appreciable effect on the spectrum p = k/P , this can
be proved rigorously [53, 31, 16]. We show the spectra of sparsified Wigner and Marcenko-Pastur
matrices in Figure 4. We note that both the sparse Wigner and Marcenko-Pastur matrices, Figures
4a and 4b fit the empircal observations much better than their non sparse counterparts. Interestingly
the sparse product spectra, shown in Figures 4c and 4d seem even more convincing. Moments
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Figure 4: Spectra of Sparse Wigner W and Sparse Wigner product W1
∏
W2 ensembles along with
Sparse Marcenko-Pastur and Sparse Marcenko-Pastur product ensembles. k denotes the sparsity
constant, and L denotes the number of products
for percolated ER graphs have been derived [6], the spectrum always contains a separated discrete
component and the existence of a sharp spectral peak at the origin. Rodgers and Bray [46] show that
the distribution has tails extending beyond the semi circle p(λ) ≈ (ep/λ2)λ2 , where p is the number
of non zero elements per row. Benaych-Georges et al. [8] show a crossover in the behaviour of
extreme eigenvalues when the constant of proportionality k ≈ logP . For sparse Erdos Renyi graphs
G(P, k/P ), for k  logP , P 1−O(1) extremal eigenvalues escape the support of the semi-circle and
follow the distribution [8] λk ≈
√
log(P/k)
log((logP )/d) , k ≥ P 1−,  ∈ (0, 1) which also grows with matrix
dimension and hence cannot be controlled by the use of the large deviation principle as argued in
Section 3.1. To evaluate the extent of sparsity in deep learning, we run Logistic Regression on the
MNIST dataset, which with parameter count P = 7850, visualising the Hessian in heatmap form in
Figure 5a and as a histogram in Figure 5b. We see from both figures that although there is a large
proportion of near zero elements, there is appreciable mass across the support. For the VGG-16
architecture on CIFAR-100 with and without batch normalization with P = [15299748, 15291300]
we sample rows from the relevant matrix, shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Although the shape of the
distribution for each row varies, there is considerable mass outside the origin. For the VGG-16 only
8± 2% of the sampled elements are less than 10−8 (the GPU precision threshold) and 84± 13% as
less than 10−6. This evidences that sparsity is a relevant factor in neural network spectra, but not
sufficient to determine spectral characteristics alone.
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Figure 5: Heatmap and histogram of the Hessian of Logistic regression on MNIST and rows from the
VGG-16/BN on CIFAR-100
5 Conclusion
This paper evaluates the Hessian spectral densities of modern neural networks, such as the VGG-16
and PreResNet-110 on the CIFAR-100 dataset. It is found that they and their decompositions (such as
the GGN and Residual) exhibit significant deviations from theoretically employed Wigner and Wishart
esnembles. We further show that the layered loss surface as a function of energy [14], is not robust to
removing the assumption of identical Gaussianity in the proofs, or the addition of outliers (which
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are observed in practice). Whilst we do not go over all the examples in the literature, we conjecture
that similar results will hold for proof techniques using the Stiltjes transforms corresponding to the
Marcenko-Pastur and Wigner ensembles, in the context of deep learning. Alternative random matrix
ensembles, such as Wiger/Wishart products or percolated ensembles are investigated. Both ensembles
are shown to significantly better fit the observed spectra and could form promising lines of further
research. They both also predict rank dengeracy at and near the origin, which fits with experimental
evidence that low loss regions can be easily connected by simple curves. We investigate the nature
of the dependence of the degeneracy as a function of layer width and depth and show under certain
assumptions that different layer widths and an increase in depth increases the degeneracy factor.
6 Broader Impact
This paper is primarily theoretical and we expect the impact to be mainly limited to aiding the
understanding of Deep Neural Networks to a community of researchers and practitioners. One
theoretical impact is that spin glass models and the associated Gaussian orthogonal ensemble model
of the Hessian are not useful for modelling real neural networks. As with any evidence that an
established theoretical framework is not appropriate, there is a risk of decreased confidence in the use
of and perceived confidence in understanding of neural networks. However, even though we see this
work as having a negative impact on current random matrix theory in deep learning work, we see our
inclusion of product and percolated ensembles and the extensive experimental agreement as a major
step forward in a more complete understanding of neural network loss surfaces. This could have
major implications for understanding generalisation and optimisation for these networks. Given the
held out test set performance of neural networks across a plethora of tasks, we see any fundamental
research, especially research which challenges underlying assumptions and commonly held beliefs
in a novel and rigorous manner as impactful and helpful. We believe our research falls under this
category and is of help to the community.
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A Experiment Details
A.1 Image Classification Experiments
Hyperparameter Tuning For SGD for the VGG-16 without batch noramlisation we use a learning
rate of α = 0.05, for any networks with batch-normalisation we use α = 0.1, all experiments have a
weight decay of γ = 0.0005.
A.2 Experimental Details
For all experiments, we use the following learning rate schedule for the learning rate at the t-th epoch:
αt =

α0, if tT ≤ 0.5
α0[1− (1−r)(
t
T −0.5)
0.4 ] if 0.5 <
t
T ≤ 0.9
α0r, otherwise
(12)
where α0 is the initial learning rate. In the motivating logistic regression experiments on MNIST, we
used T = 50. T = 300 is the total number of epochs budgeted for all CIFAR experiments. We set
r = 0.01 for all experiments.
B Lanczos algorithm
In order to empirically analyse properties of modern neural network spectra with tens of millions of
parameters N = O(107), we use the Lanczos algorithm [38], provided for deep learning by Granziol
et al. [23]. It requires Hessian vector products, for which we use the Pearlmutter trick [43] with
computational costO(NP ), whereN is the dataset size and P is the number of parameters. Hence for
m steps the total computational complexity including re-orthogonalisation is O(NPm) and memory
cost of O(Pm). In order to obtain accurate spectral density estimates we re-orthogonalise at every
step [38]. We exploit the relationship between the Lanczos method and Gaussian quadrature, using
random vectors to allow us to learn a discrete approximation of the spectral density. A quadrature
rule is a relation of the form, ∫ b
a
f(λ)dµ(λ) =
M∑
j=1
ρjf(tj) +R[f ] (13)
for a function f , such that its Riemann-Stieltjes integral and all the moments exist on the measure
dµ(λ), on the interval [a, b] and where R[f ] denotes the unknown remainder. The nodes tj of the
Gauss quadrature rule are given by the Ritz values and the weights (or mass) ρj by the squares of
the first elements of the normalized eigenvectors of the Lanczos tri-diagonal matrix [21]. The main
properties of the Lanczos algorithm are summarized in the theorems 2,3
Theorem 2. Let HN×N be a symmetric matrix with eigenvalues λ1 ≥ .. ≥ λn and corresponding
orthonormal eigenvectors z1, ..zn. If θ1 ≥ .. ≥ θm are the eigenvalues of the matrix Tm obtained
after m Lanczos steps and q1, ...qk the corresponding Ritz eigenvectors then
λ1 ≥ θ1 ≥ λ1 − (λ1 − λn) tan
2(θ1)
(ck−1(1 + 2ρ1))2
λn ≤ θk ≤ λm + (λ1 − λn) tan
2(θ1)
(ck−1(1 + 2ρ1))2
(14)
where ck is the chebyshev polyomial of order k
Proof: see [22].
Theorem 3. The eigenvalues of Tk are the nodes tj of the Gauss quadrature rule, the weights wj
are the squares of the first elements of the normalized eigenvectors of Tk
Proof: See [21]. The first term on the RHS of equation 13 using Theorem 3 can be seen as a discrete
approximation to the spectral density matching the first m moments vTHmv [21, 22], where v is the
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initial seed vector. Using the expectation of quadratic forms, for zero mean, unit variance random
vectors, using the linearity of trace and expectation
EvTr(vTHmv) = TrEv(vvTHm) = Tr(Hm) =
N∑
i=1
λi = N
∫
λ∈D
λdµ(λ) (15)
The error between the expectation over the set of all zero mean, unit variance vectors v and the monte
carlo sum used in practice can be bounded [27, 47]. However in the high dimensional regimeN →∞,
we expect the squared overlap of each random vector with an eigenvector of H , |vTφi|2 ≈ 1N ∀i,
with high probability. This result can be seen by computing the moments of the overlap between
Rademacher vectors, containing elements P (vj = ±1) = 0.5. Further analytical results for Gaussian
vectors have been obtained [13].
B.1 Wigner Ensemble & the Semi-Circle Law
One of the most important eigenvalue densities in the study of random matrices, akin to the normal
distribution for multivariate statistics, is the Wigner semi-circle. Wigner matrices are defined in
Definition B.1 and the Semi-circle distribution result in Theorem 4.
Definition B.1. Let {Yi} and {Zij}1≤i≤j be two real-valued families of zero mean, i.i.d random
variables, Furthermore suppose that EZ212 = 1 and for each k ∈ N
max(E|Zkij |, E|Yi|k) <∞ (16)
Consider a P × P symmetric matrix MP , whose entries are given by{
MP (i, i) = Yi
MP (i, j) = Zij =MP (j, i), if x ≥ 1 (17)
The Matrix MP is known as a real symmetric Wigner matrix.
Theorem 4. Let {MP }∞n=1 be a sequence of Wigner matrices, and for each n denote XP =
MP /
√
P . Then µXP , converges weakly, almost surely to the semi-circle distribution,
σ(x)dx =
1
2pi
√
4− x21|x|≤2 (18)
The Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) is a special case of the Wigner matrix for which the
entries are Gaussian. The GOE is invariant under rotation, which allows us to determine analytical
forms for the eigenvalue perturbations.
B.2 The Marcenko-Pastur Law
An equally important limiting law for the limiting spectral density of many classes of matrices
constrained to be positive definite, such as covariance matrices is the Marcenko-Pastur law [35].
Formally, given a matrix X ∈ RP×T with i.i.d zero mean entires with variance σ2 < ∞. Let
λ1 ≥ λ2, ... ≥ λP be eigenvalues of Yn = 1TXXT . The random measure µP (A) = 1P#{λj ∈ A},
A ∈ R
Theorem 5. Assume that P,N → ∞ and the ratio P/N → q ∈ (0,∞) (this is known as the
Kolmogorov limit) then µP → µ in distribution where{
(1− 1q )10∈A + ν1/q(A), if q > 1
νq(A), if 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 (19)
dνq =
1
2piσ2
√
(λ+ − x)(x− λ−
λx
λ± = σ2(1±√q)2
(20)
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C Zero training error is not zero loss
The cross entropy loss equation 5 is only zero when the model probability of the correct class is 1.
The gradient of the softmax is only zero when zi →∞, i.e it is not sufficient to have 0 training error,
but we must also have 0 training loss, which is only possible with infinite network outputs into the
softmax.
We showcase this on the VGG-16 network [52] on the CIFAR-10 dataset with no data-augmentation.
As shown in Figures 6a, 6b we achieve 100% training accuracy and ≈ 10−3 loss. We plot the
spectral densities of the Hessian and Generalised Gauss Newton, in Figures 7a and 7b respectively
using Granziol et al. [23]. The underlying Lanczos algorithm gives a lower/upper bound for the
largest/smallest extremal eigenvalues [38, 23] and hence the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian is
upper bounded by −0.004. Hence the Hessian is not positive definite, even at 0 error and does not
equal the generalised Gauss-Newton.
For the cross-entropy loss, the most common loss function in Deep Learning, this means the residual
matrix cannot be neglected such as in Sagun et al. [48] and hence arguments pertaining to the rank
or positive definite nature of the Hessian, depend heavily on the nature of the Residual matrix. We
hence specifically investigate the Residual matrix and its evolution during training.
D The spiked GOE
Following the notation of [11] the resolvent of a matrix H is defined as
GH(z) = (zIN −H)−1 (21)
with z = x+ iη ∈ C. The normalised trace operator of the resolvent, in the N →∞ limit
SN (z) = 1
N
Tr[GH(z)]
N→∞−−−−→ S(z) =
∫
ρ(u)
z − udu (22)
is known as the Stieltjes transform of ρ. The functional inverse of the Siteltjes transform, is denoted
the blue function B(S(z)) = z. The R transform is defined as
R(w) = B(w)− 1
w
(23)
crucially for our calculations, it is known that theR transform of the Wigner ensemble is
RW (z) = σ2z (24)
Definition D.1. Let {Yi} and {Zij}1≤i≤j be two real-valued families of zero mean, i.i.d random
variables, Furthermore suppose that EZ212 = 1 and for each k ∈ N
max(E|Zk12, E|Y1|k) <∞ (25)
Consider an n× n symettric matrix Mn, whose entries are given by{
Mn(i, i) = Yi
Mn(i, j) = Zij =Mn(j, i), if x ≥ 1 (26)
The Matrix Mn is known as a real symmetric Wigner matrix.
Theorem 6. Let {Mn}∞n=1 be a sequence of Wigner matrices, and for each n denote Xn =Mn/
√
n.
Then µXn , converges weakly, almost surely to the semi circle distribution,
σ(x)dx =
1
2pi
√
4− x21|x|≤2 (27)
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the property of freeness for non commutative random matrices can be considered analogously to
the moment factorisation property of independent random variables. The normalized trace operator,
which is equal to the first moment of the spectral density
ψ(H) =
1
N
TrH =
1
N
N∑
i=1
λi =
∫
λ∈D
dµ(λ)λ (28)
We say matrices A&B for which ψ(A) = ψ(B) = 07 are free if they satisfy for any integers n1..nk
with k ∈ N+
ψ(An1Bn2An3Bn4) = ψ(An1)ψ(Bn2)ψ(An3)ψ(An4) (29)
Theorem 7. The extremal eigenvalues [λ′1, λ′P ] of the matrix sum A+B/
√
P , where A ∈ RP×P
is a matrix of finite rank r with extremal eigenvalues [λ1, λP ] and B ∈ RP×P is a GOE matrix with
element variance σ2 are given by
λ′1 =
{
λ1 +
σ2
λ1
, if λ1 > σ
2σ, otherwise
}
, λ′P =
{
λP +
σ2
λn
, if λn < −σ
−2σ, otherwise
}
(30)
The Stijeles transform of Wigners semi circle law, can be written as [53]
SW (z) = z ±
√
z2 − 4σ2
2σ2
(31)
from the definition of the Blue transform, we hence have
z =
BW (z)±
√B2W (z)− 4σ2
2σ2
(2σ2z − BW (z))2 = B2W (z)− 4σ2
∴ BW (z) = 1
z
+ σ2z
∴ RW (z) = σ2z
(32)
Computing theR transform of the rank 1 matrix Htrue, with largest non-trivial eigenvalue β, on the
effect of the spectrum of a matrix A, using the Stieltjes transform we easily find following [11] that
SHtrue(u) =
1
N
1
u− β +
(
1− 1
N
)
1
u
=
1
u
[
1 +
1
N
β
1− u−1β
]
(33)
We can use perturbation theory similar to in equation equation 32 to find the blue transform which to
leading order gives
BHtrue(ω) =
1
w
+
β
N(1− ωβ) +O(N
−2)
RHtrue(ω) =
β
N(1− ωβ) +O(N
−2)
(34)
setting ω = SM (z)
z = BHtrue(SM (z)) +
β
N(1− βSM (z)) +O(N
−2) (35)
using the ansatz of SM (z) = S0(z) + S1(z)N + O(N−2) we find that S0(z) = S(w)(z) and using
that B′M (z) = 1/g′(z) , we conclude that
S1(z) = −
βS ′(w)(z)
1− S(w)(z)β (36)
and hence
SM (z) ≈ S(w)(z)− 1
N
βS ′(w)(z)
1− S(w)(z)β (37)
7We can always consider the transform A− ψ(A)I
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and hence in the large N limit the correction only survives if S(w)(z) = 1/β
S(w)(z) = 1
β
2σ2
β
= z ±
√
z2 − 4σ2
∴ z = β + σ
2
β
(38)
clearly for β → −β we have
z = −β − σ
2
β
(39)
equation 8 follows simply from applying the correct normalisation constant in the definition of the
Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble which they use in Arous and Guionnet [1].
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